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Purpose: lo pt ovide an annuol report on the medical use progran.

Summay : In response tu the Commission's request dated August 4,
1986 (Enclosure 1), the staff is providing an annual report
on 15e Medical Use Program. This report discut,ses tho
implementation of the five-Point Program previously described
in SECY-88-77, points raised in the Commist.1on's request
dated March 29, 1990 (Enclosure 2), t,pecial-interest topics
in the medical use of byproduct materials, and the medical
use program's staffing and budget allocations,

Discussion: bac La rc.und

in 1968, the staff provided the Commit: 'h with a five-! int
Program for improving the Nuclear Regut .c C:mmission t
(NRC's) oversight of the medical use of Dyprouxt material,
lhe five points are: program development; inter-organization
cooperation; staf f development; oversight; and inf ormation,
This paper describet, the medical use program experien:e in
FY90. The staff continues to use this program to improve the
regulatory oversight of the medical use of byproduct material
and identify fundamental needs and issues.

NOTE: TO BE MADE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE
IN 10 WORKING DAYS FROM THE

Contact: DATE OF THIS PAPER
Josephine M. Piccone
(302) 492-34R
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,I_N_DUSTRY CHARACTERIZATIONN

The NRC regulates medical use of byproduct material' in 1

approximately-1700 hospitals and 600 private practice _{clinics. Agreement States-account for an approximate. .
5000 additional medical use licenses. Medical use includes
using radiopharmaceuticals to eval _uate'the. presence'and- !
extent of disease, or to treat disease, and the use of
sealed sources for diagnosis or cancer therapy. Approxi-
mately 7 million diagnostic procedures and 180,000 therapy' 1

procedures are performed nationwide each-' year. *

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Quality Assurance (QA)-Rule

A proposed amendment to 10 CFR Part 35, requiring medical .

' licensees to establish and implement a written basic QA
program, was published for comment on January.16, 1990.' The
_ goal'of the rule is to provide high' confidence that. errors
in the medical use of byproduct material will be. detected
and corrected. ; A pilot program was conducted.to: _cassist '

in determining the licensee's effectiveness in meeting the
proposed rule; determine if'the performance objectives nf
the' proposed rule can.' spot mistakes that could lead to
misadministrations, if not corrected;-and aid in determining

.the impact of the proposed rule on current medical practice.

Five 1-day pilot pre-test workshops were held-in March
and' April, 1990 with NRC and Agreement State licensees
who volunteered to participate in the pil_ot pr? gram after

-being randomly selected. A| total of 64 volunteers actually1

completed the pilot' program conducted between May 14 and
July 13, 1990. Five 2-day post-test workshops were heldi

_

in August, September, and October 1990,< to review the
-volunteers' experiences'with the proposed rule.and to
receive and discuss _theirLcomments and suggestions on how
to improve the proposed rulemaking. One aspect of,this
pilot program was the establishment of an NRC QA team-
to develop program evaluation (licensing)-checklists and
site evaluation (inspection) checklists. The QA team also
considered the appropriateness and -usefulness.'of the afore-
mentioned developed guidance by evaluating the submitted _
QA programs of eighteen _of the volunteer participants,_with
follow-up site visits.--The results of t.hese evaluations ,

were presented to all'the_ volunteers, at the pout-test
workshops. The staff held.public meetings with the American

~

College of Nuclear Physicians (ACNP)_and the' Society.of
Nuclear Medicine (SNM)in July 1990 to discuss ~the proposed
rule. -Other public meetings with other professional organ-
izations such as American College of Radiology (ACR), American

F
- _ _. _ . _ , _ _-.__ -, _ . _ _ _ _ _, _ ,_ -._ , _ .. _ _ _ . _ .- .
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Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM), National
Council on Radiation Protection and Measuremerts (NCRP),-
American Society of Therapy Radiology, and Oncology
(ASTRO) and the Joint Commission on the Accreditation of
Health Care Organizations (JCAHO) have been held in early
FY91. Public workshops also hhve been held with the
Agreement States.

l
There continues to be strong opposition'to the rule from j
the.SNM, ACNP and other professional organizations who I

Iquestion the need for such a rule in light of the low
frequency of occurrence of misadministrations. A second
question is the regulation of QA by the NRC. The term

,

" quality assurance" has a meaning in the medical community
- which is: associated with quality medical care and clinical
practice issues which are addressed by JCAHO. There is.
also a concern o perception that the cost of the: rule will i

be high, primarily due to the need for auditable records, i
The Advisory Committee on the Medical Use of Isotopes ;

(ACMUI) has. recommended removal of diagnostic procedures
- from the proposed rule while retaining requirements related |
- to the administration of iodine-131 in quantities greater ;

than 30 microcuries and therapy procedures. The staff is
continuing to evaluate these concerns as part of the
rulemaking' process.

QA Contract

The QA Contract, " Quality Assurance in the Medical Use ,

'

of Byproduct-Materials," was awarded on September 23
1990, to. Science Applications International Corporation

.

(SAIC) forja period of one year. The tasks covered by this
. contract : include:- identify the current regulations', standards,
and guidelines that physicians, medical-physicists and medical

-'technologists involved with activities under NRC medical-
licenses are currently using for QA; review'the inspections
of radiology and nuclear medicine departments by the U. S.
Department of Health and Human. Services' flealth Care financing. ,

'

-Administration (HCFA) and the Joint Commission on the
Accreditation of Health Care Organizations (JCAHO)_to-
determine their level of. detail in review of'QA'for medical
use of. byproduct material; and review and-analyr' the
completed NRC " Medical Use Quality Assessment" qJestionnaires.
The_" Medical Use Quality Assessment" questionnaire is a
fifteen page questionnaire on medical use quality, which was
used during1 unannounced inspections between: July 1989 and- i

: June 1990. A report from SAIC is due September 23, 1991.

Dosimetry Assistance

The staff contracted with Oak Ridge Associated Universities'
Radiopharmaceutical Internal Dose Information Center (RIDIC) I

s

'-- ,.d,,e..p o _, , , w_,-,,, ,,m,,,7,, p.__yp,,._,.,,,..,7,.g.,_,, , 1, , ,,_ ,_ ,, ,, . , ,,
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on: September 5,'1990, to provide dose estimates to NRC for
internal-exposures. received by individuals working for NRC
licensees. The staff will use this information to evaluate
the regulatory importance and medical _ significance of ;

incidents. This assistance proved very valvable in helping
the staff promptly respond.to several significant incidents
involving' iodine.

,

Medical Training
1

A 1988 contract study, which examined training and
.

experience criteria, credentialing programs, and State
' licensure for physicians, technologists, and ancillary,

medical personnel was completed in December 1989. Study
fi'idings, along with the public comments received in
response to a Federal Register dotice (53 FR 18845)

-concerning training and experience criteria published on
May'25, 1988, were analyzed.and presented to the ACMul_ ;

as.an agenda item during the meeting held on July 10, 1990.
'The ACMUI responded that the information gathered by the.
Office of. Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguards (NMSS)-

|
staff-does not support the ascumption that training and '

experience are significant factors in misadministrations.
The~ACMUI suggested that additional.information be gathered
to include the training and experience of all individuals
involved with misadministrations, as well as other incidents i

I,
..

uncovered during NRC inspections. Before recommending rule-"

n making, the staff'needs more-information about the relation-
L l' ship between the level of supervision provided by authorized

' '

users to technologists-and the training ~and experience of.
the technologist. Similarly,. the staff 'needs time to monitor
the i_mpact that current proposed rulemaking, regarding-
medical quality assurance,= will have on misadministration-

1

or violations of NRC's requirements.--Additional data willn.i. x ,

" be gathered over the next two: years and the results used
m in any decision to propose future rulemaking on this issue.

Human Factors

L ' Human error is a significant contributor-to medical use
'

incidents. Reduction of such error requires detailed
knowledge of the factors that cause it.' NMSS has worked.-

j, closely with the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
L (RES) over the last year, to initiate research projects;

,

|L ' designed tozassist the staff in acquiring that knowledge for
L; teletherapy and for brachytherapy using remote af terloaders.

Those uses were selected because of the relative significance'

of errors associated with them. The projects include the-
folkwing tasks:

,

1. Function-and task analyses;
2. Human-machine interf ace evaluation;-

~ , , ,, _ , _ , _._ _ ,, _ - _. _ , - _ . _ , _ . _ . x .. _. _ .. _ ,~- -. . . _ . _ , _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ . .
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3. Procedures evaluation;
4. Training and qualificetions evaluation;
5. Organizational practices and policies evaluation;
6. Identification and prioritization of human factors

problems (i.e., human errors that affect system
performance) and identification and evaluation of
alternative means for resolving those problems.

The contractors for the projects, CAE-Link Corporation
(teletherapy) and Pacific Science and Engineering Group,
Inc. (brachytherapy), are currently conducting the function
and task analyses on which all other tasks will be based.
Both projects are scheduled for completion in early FY92.

The staff has also encouraged medical industry groups and
users of nuclear byproduct material to consider human factors
as they attempt to improve safety in their facilities and
operations. In mid-1990 Syncor International Corporation,
the operator of a major chain of nuclear pharmacies, accepted
that challenge. As a first step, Syncor has hired an
experienceo human factors consultant to work with its staff
in developing a program to identify and resolve performance
problems associated with human error.

About 400 diagnostic misadministrations of nuclear byproduct
material are reported to NRC annually. In 1990, NMSS
instituted a pilot project to evaluate information in those
reports for insights into the causes of human errors that i

contribute to such misadministrations. The key element of
the project is a computerized database. Data for 1989 are
currently in the database because that was the last year for
which all reports are available. Data for 1990 will be added
in 1991. Up to seventy data elements are entered fcr each
reported misadministration. Programming to summarize
information in the database is underway. Early results
indicate that the project may identify factors leading to
human errors in nuclear medicine. The staff will assess
the need for a continuing effort, once the pilot project
is completed.

Devices or products employed in a number of fields benefit
from the availability of human-machine interface design
guidance tailored to the field. In 1988, the Association
for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI) with
NRC staff participation developed and published the first
compilation of such guidance for medical devices. It is now
revising that compilation.

Radiopharmacy Petition

A petition for rulemaking from the ACNP and the SNM was
received in June 1989. The petitioners requented that NRC
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change certairi requirementi regarding the preparation and
use of radiopharmaceuticale. The staff discussed these
issues during several me> tings with the Food and Drug
Administration. Pharmacy issues were discussed in sperate
meetings with the 6tional Association of '.he State Boards
of Pharmacy, th:: Ohio State Board of Pharmacy and the
Illinois State Board of Pharmacy. An interim final rule
was-published in the Federal Register on August 23, 1990
(Enclosure 3) and is in ef fcct until August 23, 1993.

,

The interim final rule allows licensees to depart from j
the manufacturer's instructions for elution of generators, -

preparation of rea0ent kits, and indications of use .for
therapy radiopharmaceuticals provided certain conditions
and limitations are met. During this time, the staff will
collect information to determine whether to extend the
interim period for the rule, make the rule permanent, or
revise it, based on the nature of the reasons for, and

;

frequency of, the departures. The remaining issues
addressed in the petition are: use of radiopharmaceu- )

ticals for human research; use of radiolabeled biologics, ;

and pharmacy preparation of drugs outside of the FDA !
Investigational New Drug (IND)/New Drug Application (NDA) j
framework. The staff is continuing to work on these j
remaining issues and will provide its proposed resolution j
for Commission consideration by November 1992. ^

The interim final rule has met with some resistance and
criticism by members of the. medical community. The SNM
and ACNP have indicated that the rule has resulted in an
overly burdensome recordkeeping requirement and that it I

toc' narrowly defines the basis for allowable departures.
On September 20, 1990, Syncor International. Inc , filed i

before the Commission a Petition for Reconsideration and '

Stay of Action regarding the Interim Final Rule. On
October 19, 1990, Syncor filed a lawsuit against the NRC
challenging the interim final rule. Syncor. International
Corp. v. NRC # 90-1495 (D.C. Circuit). The staff and the
Office of the General Counsel are evaluating the petition
and subsequent documents submitted by Syncor.

INTER-0RGANIZATION COOPERATION

The Food and Drug Administration.(FDA) regulates drugs and
medical' devices that are placed in interstate commerce. The
staff initiated and has conducted office-level and day-to-day
staff-level communications designed to ensure NRC and FDA
cooperation and coordination.

I
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Interagency staff meetings were held with both FDA's Center
for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER), and Center for
Biologics and Evaluation and Research (CBER), to discuss
and resolve issues of common interest that were addressed
in the petition for rulemaking on the practice of pharmacy
and medicine, which was submitted by the ACNP and SNM.
Many of the requests in that petition concern NRC's
interpretation of and reliance on FDA's radioactive drug
and biologic regulations. Since the FDA regulates the
manufacturer regarding labeling and package insert
information, and not the end-user, it is reluctant to
provide a definitive statement on adherence to the package
insert information. The practice of medicine and pharmacy
issues associated with end-use have contributed to FDA's
inability to provide clear guidance. The staff will continue
to work with FDA to resolve these issues.

The FDA's Center for Devices and Radiological Health
(CDRH) and NRC are sharing information on incidents involving
teletherapy units, brachytherapy sources, and brachytherapy
remote afterloading devices. FDA field representatives
accompanied NRC staff on one teletherapy inspection, in
response to an unusual machine failure involving restart of
the timer, caused by a static electricity problem.

The staff initiated contacts with the HCFA, and referred
information on two medical events to HCFA, fur its

consideration for action. NRC staff investigated the
aspects of the two events that pertained to NRC regulations.
HCFA requested additional information and indicated that it
would look into the non-radiation medical care issues, as

part of its inspection process on quality of care.

The staff continues to assist and obtain constructive
comments from organizations (Association for the Advancement
of Medical Instrumentation, Human Factors Special Interest
Groups on Medical Systems and the Functionally Impaired, and
United States Pharmacopeial Convention) by participating in
committee activities of these organizations. Liaisons for
information flow are established with the ACNP, ACR, SNM,

AAPM, and ASTRO. All of these organizations are on a mailing
list for information notices, and the NMSS Licensee Newsletter,

NRC staff efforts to assist the U. S. Department of
Veterans Affairs (VA) in the development and implementation
of a Radiation Safety Audit Program are on going. The VA
abandoned its program to have the regional industrial
hygienists audit the hospital radiation safety programs.

- _ _ _ _
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Instead the VA allocated training funds to provide
approximately 60 physicians, health physicists, _ and
technologists, who are radiation safety officers (R50s'~ .

at' smaller (non-brocd scope) hospitals, with a two and i
a half day training session on radiation safety programs.

- The sessions focused on NRC's licensing, inspection, and
enforcement policies, with specific workshops on practical
issues and tasks facing the RS0s. Workshop topics included: '

" training; dose calibration; surveys and counting; volatile - |

radionuclides; receiving and shipping;'and use, spills and !
disposal." Both NRC staff and VA staff presented instruction, j
NRC staff is planning to continue meeting with VA Headquarters -

to focus attention on improving VA medical use programs-

STAFF DEVELOPMENT ;

Headquarters and the regions had continued success in
recruiting individuals with ' medical use experience:to work- 1

:

in the licensing'and inspection programs in FY90. NMSS !
'

- and the Regions have hired individuals with training and-

erperience in nuclear medicine technology, medical health ;

physics consulting, and medical. physics, including j
individuals with NRC licensing and inspection experience, i
This. varied and practical field experience provides a

]first-hand understanding of_ safety _ concerns and
implementation problems atsociated with.the medical use' "

' of byproduct material.

Both Headquarters and regional staff members continue to
participate:in the NRC rotational assignment program and i

in team inspections. This program-has fostered a better
understanding.of regional licensing and inspection problems

_j,and. Headquarters'. programs and procedures.
!

ACMUI'

1The-ACMUI was convened once last year. At a July public
meeting,' members commented on'the ACNP-SNM petition,.the

| 'QA rule,Ltraini_ng and experience criteria, expanded. ,

membership, and meeting, frequency.*'

InjSECY-90-356_(October 18,1990), the= staff recommended changes in the _' - iI*
_

composition;of the ACMUI. _ In a Staff Requirements Memorandum dated December 10,
1990,Jthe Commission approved the' staff's plans to expand membership'and
recommended a balancing ~of representation on the Committee while' minimizing the
number of additional members. - The Commission also instructed that members.
should be approved for a term of two years with an option for renewal of the

- appointment for.an additional two years with Commission approval.

,'s

'V~+ yWvf f etg* v - vpM 4 'v' - g y e gt-- p s y* g'tqq u t- e $34-'1 g y $ p- w-ww' # 64 s' seAi-m''waww MWyy+y,- l
'

W'vf y 'i+ c e vre -t yv y w-wg+mq.- g - )p g-og ytW 9"v m '9,- 4 =i- v $ $.
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Medical Visiting Fellows Program

The staff is implementing the Medical Visiting Fellows
Program (MVFP). The Federal Register Notice of June 7,
1990 (Enclosure 4) called for nominations of qualified
physicians, radiopharmt:ists and other health professionals
to participate in the MVFP. The staff submitted a
Commission Paper on the implementation plan for the MVFP
on August 8, 1990 (Enclosure 5.) A total of six physicians,
three radiopharmacists, one RSO and one technologist submitted
applications. From these candidates, the staff has' selected
one physician, and one radiopharmacist, both of whom have
outstanding credentials, to be the first visiting fellows.
Experience gained with the first two fellows will help*

provide a basis for future solicitations.

OVERSIGHT

The licensing and inspection functions are conducted by the
regional offices, with guidante and oversight from Headquarters.
The regions conduct approximately 1000 inspections of medical
use licensees annually. Most medical use licensees are
inspected every three yetts; broad scope, nuclear pharmacy
and teletherapy licensees are inspected annually. The staff
is currently working on inspection guidance to the regions
which will change the inspection frequency for community
hospitals from three years to two years, increasing NRC
oversight of approximately 1400 tedical use licensees. The
staf f continues to use notices of violation, civil penalties,
and orders, as appropriate, to ensure compliance with
regulations and license conditions.

BUDGET AND FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT UNITS (FTE)

The budget and FTE for the medical use program are described
in Table 1

The staff believes that this allocation of resources meets
the needs of the medical use program with emphasis on
inspection activities.

1

|

_. _ .. .. _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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Table 1.

Resources for Medical Use Program ,ba

|
1

FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 )
Functional Areas $ FTE $ FTE $ FTE $ FTE :

Program Development & 1038 8.2 1157 8.1 800 7.8 1050 8.0 |
Event Evaluation (HQ) '

Inspection and Event 20.5 23.2 24.5 25.3 i
'Evaluation (Regions)

Licensing (Regions) 8.4 7. 7 8.5 8.5

Supervision (HQ & 4.7 4.9 5.2 5. 3
Regions)

TOTALS 1038 41.8 1157 43.9 800 46.0 1050 47.1

aHeadquarters and regional staff resources are rounded to
nearest tenth and do not include overhead.

bMost'of the program support. funds are for improving medical
QA. Dollar resources are rounded in thousands of dollars. >

INFORMATION

The staff visited Regions I, II, III and IV, in the summer
1990, to enhance communications between the regions and
headquarters and described program goals, the workload
tracking system, and an updated list of Medical'and Academ,;
Section contacts.

The staff has used a variety of communication methods to '

inform licensees of NRC's medical use program and potential
safety problems. These have included: preparing and
distributing the NHSS Licensee Newsletter, which includes .

information about misadministrations and enforcement
actions; providing background-information for newsletter
articles published by medical organizations; increasing the
distribution of information notices about operational issues;
participating in scientific meatings; and specific portions
of notices of rulemaking.

- ., . . , . _ - - - ,_., -
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Staff members in all regicrw conducted workshops for
licensees. Each workshop was designed to respond.to medical
use issues specific to the region, such as management and
RSO responsibilities, training, surveys, and audits. The
workshop program has been well-received by licensees and
regional staff members, and will be continued.

A summary of the Staff workshops and presentations at outside
meetings held in FY90 can be found.in Eccl'sure 6. A listingo
of Federal Register Notices, information notices, and staff
papers, regarding the medical use program, issued in FY90
(and in some previous years) can be found in Enclosure 7.

AREAS OF CONCERN

The staff believes that developments in the medical workforce,
reimb wsement by public and third party carriers for medical
services, new medical technology and ag'ng equipment continue
to be potential areas of concern.

Workforce *

It appears that the body of fully qualified nuclear physicians
and nuclear medicine and radiation therapy technologists will
continue to decline because of a continued high attrition
rate of better-trained and more-experienced personnel. Able
candidates-for physician and technologist training programs
also continue to decline. This deteriorating situation
creates the need for continued monitoring of nuclear medicine
and radiation therapy training programs, to help ensure the
continued safe medical use of byproduct material.

Health Care Reimbursement
|

Both public and private-sector third party carriers have
| -implemented stringent cost-control prograrn, effectively

reducing resot' s and options throughout all facets of,

health care delivery, including nuclear medicine and|:
I radiation therapy. The staff expects that licensees,

being forced to reduce costs, may find it' harder to
maintain staff and purchase equipment to implement the
Commission's objective of safe medical use of byproduct

| material.

Medical Technology

As noted previously (SECY-90-047), the staff still
anticipates'that the key change in radiopharmaceutical uses
will be the development and widespread use of radiolabeled
monoclonal antibodies. Monoclonal antibodies may be labeled'

with radio' isotopes not usually seen in nuclear medicine

- ,, .
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; departments _ (e.g. yttrium-90 and rhenium-86) and with j~

much larger quantities of iodine-131 and phosphorus-32. ''

- _ , To better understand this technology _ and 'its associated- !
radiation protection issues, RES has contract _ projects 1
concerned with the- radiation 1 protection aspects unique.
to monoclonal antibodies and recommended radiation 1

~

protection requirements, adequacy of current regulatory - I

criteria;for. release of patients, and protective _ measures
for technologists and physicians. The medical-section
staffcis providing _ technical review of these projects.

i
In' radiation oncology, there has been_ increased use of- ,

- 'high-dose-rate 1 remote afterloading brachytherapy, .

stereotactic: therapy, and computerized treatment planning
and administration. Errors caused by misunderstood parameter -{definitions, unvalidated computer codes, code limitations, !

faultyLtreatment plan software, faulty computer inputs.or-
mechanical prob'lems are_likely to increase.

.

a
The staf f. is keeping abreast of the new developments -in |

[ : radiation oncology by recruiting experienced medical use |
personnel, by developing an enhanced awareness of the new- a
taehrilogy, and by-interacting,with cognizant professional
organizations. In May 1990, the-staff; visited Nucletron-
Corp., a vendor of remote afterloading brachytherapy devices, d

and.in September 1990, attended a presentation by Elekta ~
Instrw.nents, Inc., on its stereotactic therapy device (Gamma
Knifa), for a general overview of'these devices. ,

Through the Medical Visiting Fellows Program, the staff
hopesito_ attract individuals knowledgeable in monoclonal
antibodies and-radiation oncology,'who_wil11 provide input*

'

on new developments in these areas. Additionally, the_
staff is preparing statements of work for two-contracts, !

- covering QA concerns for gamma knives;and brachytherapy 1

remote-afterloaders, including device review and registration-

" requirements, quality control / calibration procedures for
acceptance testings routine calibration and spotchecks, and .
equipment service requirements and identification of critical
components.

_Some teletherapy devices have been in operation for over :.

twenty years and'are more prone to mechanical and: electrical !

, problems._. Spare-parts for these older units are becoming
increasingly. difficult and expensive to obtain and may
render the units unserviceable. The staff, together with
the FDA and Theratronics,.a teletherapy device manufacturer,
is monitoring developments in this area, to ensure continued
safe medical use.

,

!

!

--, - _ _ . - _
_ - - - ~ - .
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o
PROGRAM STATUS

'

The Five-Point Program,3 initiated in FY88-is_being-<

fimplemented. The results are increased NRC: oversight off
-medicalflicensees_through the regional. inspection program;
enhanced communications with the_ medical-community and *

. professional organizations; increased | guidance to the -
regions on licensing and. inspection issues; and tracking

-

of current and projected medical concerns. The staff will
continue the implementation of.the Medical Use Program, as !

- discussed in this paper ~.

Coordination: .This paper bas been coordinated-with the Office of the '?
' General Counsel, and that office has no legal objection. !

.

-x!
-

J.mes M. T or
xecutive Director l

for Operations !

1

Enclosures: -

1. SRMs dtd 08/4/88 and 03/29/90
2. 55 FR'34513 (08/23/90)
3; 55 FR 23321.(06/07/90).,

4. SECY-90-275;(08/08/90)-
5. Staff Workshops and Participation

in Outside Mtgs .

. _ . 6.
_ _

F'
. Other NRC Documents Related to

the Medical Use Program !
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MEMORANDUM TOR: Victor Stallo, Jr., Executive Director
for operations

FRoN: uel J. Chilk,. Secretary
SUE 71cT: SEcy-88-77 - MIDICAL USE PROGRAM

This is to advise you that the commission (with all commissioners
agreeing) has approved proceeding wi $ the staff's plan to ;

peovfde. improved regulatory oversight of the medical use of i

by-product material as revised in the June 7, .

H. Thompson to 5. J. chilk subject.to the following1988 memorandum frommodifications:
1.

The section titled "Remilatien 31 Medical ser5tha" inEnclosure 1 should be removed
2. press releases for escalated enforcement actions should be

sent to professional society newsletters (if this is notalready done); and
3. the staff should provide .the commission- with an annuali

briefing on the Medical Use Program. i

(NM$$) tecoy (SECT SUSPEF5Es
-

12/88)

commissioner Rogers noted that he believes that the medical
aisadministration of by-product material deserves further-

| attention by the medical community. The current estimated ratei

of medical misadministrations, while small in comparison with|

other modalities of exposure to the public from by-product
material employed in- the. commercial sector and from NARM, can be
improved by a more etfactive and strengthened agency program.
Therefore, he agrees with the objective of providing improved
regulatory oversight.cf the medical use of by-product material.
commissioner Rogers also noted that the staff's Five-Point
Program could contain more specificity and diversity as toimplemeritatica. In particular he believes a resource allocation
for regulating medical use of by-product material other than that
proposed in Table 1 may be more effective in achieving these

m ,o2*%

~ f t (p 3 I D Y l $ b . wd on. 50 Enclosure -1 j
g.4 P3
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I
objections. A continuing emphasis-en Regional inspection
activities as proposed to Regional-licensing activities vill be
necessary to achieve the oversight element of the Five-pointProgram.

Examples of additional actions the staff should consider in the
Inter-organization Cooperation and Information Teodback elementsof the Program includes

Encourage rotational assignments of Headquarters NMssa.

staff to the Regions for periods of several months, and
shorter assignments by Region Inspectors to NMSS
Headquarters staff for orientation and Program overviewpurposes,

b\'g' periodic analyses of medical cosamunity pe fIncreased utilization of AECD staff resources for
r ormance andAEoD consideration of appropriate indicators of trendsin performance.,

%

Exploration of further institutional ties to thec.
medical community through establishment of a one yea;r
medical Visiting Fellows program within NMSSHeadquarters. Budgetary support for an NRC Medical
Tellow Program, selected by NMSs staff and the Advisory
committee on Nuclear Medicine might be possible through
Health and Human Services and National Institutes ofHealth.

d. Active involvement of commission offices, the EDO and
Suier NRC statf members in communicating directly with
the medical community (hospital administrators,
physicians, medical schools, professional * groups) ascommission representatives.

Commissioner Rogers requesta that the staff add more flesh to the
skeleton of the-rive-Point Program, review the examples above and
consider additional opportunities for achieving greater leveragein FIw,ima implementation.
its next briefing _of the commission.The Staff should report on these at

copies:
Chairman 2ech
commissioner Roberts
Commissioner Carr
Commissioner Rogers
CGC

*

-
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UNITED STATESp ', p NL CLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

IN RESPONSE, PLEASEi
,,

REFER TO: M9002201g ?r -
WASHINGTON. O.C. 20$$5

a.,
. a g, g% N' .1 P2 Beckjorc, RES
*...*.:..M M3 - March 29, 1990 Cys: Taylor

omca or mp2
| Thompson

S"[''j{g , 3 , i Blaha.

Jordan AE
.

- - - - - -

Scrogggns,0$C
. . . - '
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MEMORANDUM FOR: James M. Taylor
-

Executive Director for Operations
, , , ,

,
, ,

William C. Parler, Gene y Counsel -

%
FROM: Samuel J. Chilk, Secre p
SUBJECT: STAFF REQUIREMENTS - ANNUp L MEETING ON:

MEDICAL USE OF BYPRODUCT hATERIAL, TUESDAY,
FEBRUARY 20, 1990, COMMISSIONERS' CONFERENCE
ROOM, ONE WHITE FLINT NORTH, ROCKVILLE
MARYLAND (OPEN TO PUBLIC ATTENDANCE)

The Commission * was briefed by the staff on current issues
. associated with medical.use of. byproduct material. Chairman
carr commended staff for their efforts over the last year to
improve NRC's regulation of such uses to ensure adequate
protection of the public from unnecessary radilition exposure.

The Commission agreed that the staff should proceed with
implementation of the visiting fellows program and inform the

-

Commission when the action has been taken. -

With regard to the pending petition for rulemaking from the
L American College of Nuclear Physicians and the Society of

Nuclear Medicine about the practice of medicine and pharmacy, -
-

the Commission requested early resolution on whether a generic
exemption or an interim rule is the most appropriate action to
be taken.

.

l . . .

The Commission also requested early recommendations on whether
the membership of the Advisory Committee on the Medical Uses of

|- Isotopes (ACMUI) needs to be expanded as previously requested
! in the SRM dated 10/5/89 (SECY-89-263). -

.

...,

"

(Subsequently the staff submitted their recommendations in
SECY-90-ll7.)

|

.

'

Commissioner Remick was not present.*
,

g Enclosure 2
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The Commission urged'the staff:

1. to seek opportunities to conduct extended facility visits
to develop first-hand understanding of the' safety-needs
-and implem'entation difficulties associated with medical
uses of. byproduct material;

2. to solicit constructive comments from licensees, States,
professional organizations, and other federal agencies on
NRC's regulatory program in:the medical use areat

3. to continue conducting workshops to inform licensees of
NRC activities, sensitize' licensees tc NRC's concerns, and
provide opportunity-for feedback in the medical use area;
and

4. to request sufficient resources in the next Five Year
Plan to-ensure adequate regulatory oversight of the medical

.uses of byproduct material in= light of projected trends in
the work' force,3 health care reimbursement, and omerging
technologies.

Chairman Carr. requested that-the' distribution list for the-NMSS-
newsletter -include the members of the ACMUI and leader,s of-
appropriate professional organizations.

Commissioner Curti'ss, suggested-that charts used to indicate the
number of medical misadministrations'should.have an added
column which lists.the number of medical events which are
-included in NRC's. abnormal occurrence reports as a, measure of
the number of "significant" misadministrations.

.

cc: Chairman /Carr '
,

Commissioner Roberts
Commissioner Rogers -

Commissioner,Curtiss '

Commissioner Remick
GPA

a
ACRS ,

E .PDR'- Advance- -

DCS P'l-24 /
J..

,-
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY (Lcwer Level). Washington DC. Single safety of patients. but also recognizes

COMMISSION copies of the Regulatory Ans)) sis are that phy sicians have the primary
aseilab!e from Dr. Anthony Tse. Office responsibility for the protection of their

10 CFR Parts 30 and 35 of Nuc. lear Regulatory Research. U S- patients. NRC regulations are predicated
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, on the assumption that properly trair.ed

RIN 3150-A043 Washingm. DC 2Z55. , and adeq';a'ely informed physicians v ill
FoA FunTHtm suron.9 Avion cowTact: moe scisions in the best interest ofAuthorization To Prepar6

Radiopharmaceutical Resgent Kits and Dr. Tse. see Acontssts headirg their patients.

Elute Radiophrmaceutical Telephono (301) 492-3797. Under the Federal Food. Drug. und

Generators;Ute of SUPPLEMENT &RY IN8oRM ATioN: Cosmetic Act, as amended, the Food
and Drug Administration (FDAlRadiopnarmaceuticals f or Therapy I. Background regulaies drug research and the

Aotwcy: Nuclear Regu| story A Oclear Medirme aanufacturer and sale of drugs.

Commission- Radioactive materials are used m includmg radiopharmaceuticals FDA

dmgs m the field of nuclear meditme. has regulated the safety and
ACTION: Interim fmel rule with reqacs,. Drugs labeled with radioisotopes are effectn eness of investigational

$fCOI"*'"' known es radiopharmaceuticels. In radioactive drugs since 1975. when FDA
diagnostic nuclear medicine. patients revoked its 1963 exempt!an of

suuuAny:The Nuclea.r ReFa!utor). retene these materials by injection. radioactive drugs from ihe
Commission (NRC) .is issumg an serim mbalation. or oral administration. " investigational New Drug" (IND)
faal rule amendmg its regulations physicians use red;ation detection regulation. The NRC withdrew from
related to the preparation and the equipment to visuahre the distribution regulatmg radioactive drug safety and
therapeutic uses of

.
of a radioactive drug within the patient. efficacy to avoid dual Federal

radiopharmaceuticals. Th.s intenm ru,ie Usmg this technology,it is possible to regulation, but contmues to regulate the
ellows licensees who clute generators lacate tumors, assess organ function.or radiation safety of workers, patients'
and prepare reagent kits to depart from nionitor the effectiveness of a treatment. and the public'
the monuleturer's instructions for .%n estimated 7 minion diagnor.hc Each new drug approved for humanelution and preparation in the packap naclar medicine procedures ara use by the FDA. includmginsert (a part of the Food and DruA performed in this country annually. In ra diopharmaceuticals, ha s labelingAdministration (FD A) opproved therapeutic nuclear medicine, eppt s ed by FDA that includes alabehng) provided the licerssees meet rud.opharmaceuticals are administered description of the drug. its;

certain conditions and hmitations The to treat sanous medical conditions (e g ,i pharmacology. indications for use,interim rule also permits NRC bcensees hyperactive thyroid) An estimated contramdications, w arnmgs, adverseusing byproduct matenal in a 30 000 therapeutic procedures are
radiupharmaceutical for a therapeutic performed each y ear. wetions. dosage and administration,
use to depart from the packuge msert und other information.The labehng of

regardmg indications and method of B Regulatory Program cad Po!rcy certain drugs, including some
admir..stration if certain requirements Regardmg Medecol Use of Byproduct radiopharmaceuticals, includes
are met This amendment is necessary M;!c?id!8 manufacturer's instructions that specify
to allow health professionals to provide in a pohty statement. " Regulation of the method of preparation. FDA reviews

: d: agnostic or therapeutic medical res A ice Medical Uses of Radioisotopes.' and approves the mformation in the
not otherwise attamable or to reduce pubhshed on February 9.1979 (44 FR labehng to ensure that it accuratelyi

medical risks to particular patients B;.12), the NRC stated reflects the data on safety andi

becaust of their medical condition while (1) The NRC will continue to regulate effectiveness on which the drug
contmuing to protect pubhc heahh and the medical user 5 of radioisotopes as appros al is based. NRC has. in the past.
safety adequately.The intenm rule necessary to provide for the radiation rebed primarily on FDA's determination
apphes only to radiopharmaceuticals for safety of workers and the general pubhc. of a drug's safety and effectiveness
which the FDA has approsed a "New (0) The NRC will regulate the when it is prepared and used according
Drug Apphcation ,(NDA)- radiation safety of patients where to the approved labeling, which some

and
dates: Effective date trom August 23. k' NRC regulations refer to as the package

h o a' anda r mset as a meau M ensurmg1990. to August 23.1993. comphance with these standards, are pr tection f the public health andComment closing date:In view of the inadequate.
5dI'tY'mtenm nature of this rulemaking. (3) The NRC will minimize intrusion

comments will be welcome at any time into medical judgments affecting NRC regulations in 10 CFR 35.200(b)
during the three year penod. patients and mio other areas require medical use licensees to prepare

traditionally considered to be a part of radiopharmaceuticals in accordance
Aconassss: Submit written comments
and suggestions to the Socrata y of the the practice of medicine. with the manufacturer's instructions in

The NRC has the authority to regulate the package insert (a part of the FDA-
Commissten. U.S Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Washington. DC 2055y medical use to protect the health and appros ed laboling). Similar

,

requirements are placed on commercial ,
Attention: Docketing and Servict nuclear pharmacies through NRC license ;
Dranch. Hand deliver comments to 11555 i we.w on r u cer.n.d m to cra as :. me in,
Rockulle Pike. Rockville. Ma yland. m ^ etnonal inmmal or m' mal *dsw.non conditions. Regulations in 10 CFR 35.300. ,

N '*' " "'I"*"= Sane * M a>' "Use of Radiopharmaceuticals for
between 7 45 a.m and 415 p m. on
Federat workdays NM,Njd,7',',N$[, S. Therapy." require, among other things.

that the licensees comply with the
Copies of the regulatory anal)s:s. % of in Un*d S'aies me om er

environmental assessment, and the M' '' tu commowem o< Pee M package insert instructions regardmg
"* * * '*" *' d "'s m 'c a nd ind. cations and method of

comments received on this rule mas be
esammed at the Commission s pubhc NN,@r$Il.W,NnQfC[E, ademtstration for the therapeutic use of

' radiopharmaceuticals.
Document Room at 2120 L Street NW. i e d m n.n

.

L a
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11. Petition for Rulemaking Filed by the prescription by an authortred user scans for patients who have pulmonaryAmerican College of Nuclear Physicians ph) sician, current NRC tegulations hypertension because the ranges ofand the Society of Nuclear Medicine seve tely restrict their activity. The specific activity and particle
On June 8.1969. the NRC docketed as pentioners bebeve that their concentration given in the package

pRM-35-9 a petition for rulemaking professional activities are curtalkd by insert would be exceeded.
dated June 8,1989. which was filed by the lim;tations imposed by the NRC on (2) Ucensees are not able to edithe American(;ollege of Nuclear nuclear physicians and pharmacists ascorbic acid as an antioxidant to Tc-
Physicians and the Society of Nuclear A notice of receipt of the peutim with 99m-DTPA. which would increase
Aledicine (ACNP-SNM) The ACNp. a public comment period of 900 ys was stability and enhance image qualtiy.
SNM are composed of os er 12.000 pubbshed in the Federal Regiata on because NRC regulations do not permit
inflividuals wtvo participate in the September 15.1989(54 FR 38239 The departure from the manufacturer's
medical use of byproduct materials. Federal Register notice set forth to instructions for reconstituting reagent

. h1 embers include physicians. petitioners' proposed amendments to 10 kits.
technologtsts, and nuclear pharmacists. CFR parts 30. 33. and 35, including the (3) When evaluating potential blood
As characterized by the petitioners the deleuon of the restriction regarding the transfusions, licensees are not able to
physicians supervise the preparation Pf rParetion of radiopharmaceuticals in perform in vivo crosstna tching using
ani! administration of i 35 200(b) and the deletion of the poten!!al donar red cells radiolabeled
rudiopharmaceuticals to diagnose and restnetion in i 35.300, with respect to with Tc-99m because this is nottreat patients. Also, technologists following the package insert instructions provided for in the package insert.
admloister radiopharmaceuticals te reprding indications and method of (4) Ucansees are not able to use p-32
diagnose and perform clinical admmistratinn (54 F'R 38240).The sodium phosphate to treat primaryprocedures under the dh ection and comment period closed on December 14. Thrombocythemio because this use is
supervision of an authorned user 1989 and too comment letters have been not specified in the package insert.
physician.' Nuclear pharmacists received'
reconst!tute radiopharmaceutical kits. Comments were received from many Ill.Need for a Rule
compound radiopharmaceuticals. and d;fferent sources such as hospitals. Information submitted by the ACNP-
dispense radiopharmaceuticals for pharmacies, and medical associates, , SNM in the petition for rulemaung and
medical purposes. About 60 percent of the letters were obtained during subsequent discussions

Among other things.' the petitioners similar to a form letter written for with licensees indicates tnat therequested that the NRC amend its members of ACNp SNM.Theseletters requirementa in 4 55.200(b) regardmgregulations at 10 CFR part 35. * Medical indiccted agreement with the petition on preparation of radiopharmaceuticals
Use of Dyproduct Material." to recognire all essential points. Fifteen percent of and in i 35.300 regarding indicationstheir appropriate practice of medicine the comment letters were similar to a and method of admirJatration forand to allow (1) departures from the form letter written for the staff of Spcor therapy procedures are preventing
manufacturer's instructions for International Corporation, also agreeing authonzod user physicians fromprepanng diagnostle with the assertions in the petition. providing certain nuclear medicineradiopharmaceuticals and (2) the use of Twenty.fivv percent of the responses clinical procedures. l.icense conditionsradiopharmaceuticals for therapeutic w e.v letters from other individuals. similar to i 35.200(b) currently placed onindications and methods of Most letters (99 percent) suoported the cornmercial nuclear pharmactes have
administrati<m not included in the petition and stated that the NR'C should the same effect. For some uncommonpnckaga lasert approved by the FDA. amend its regulations to relax its current disesse states ce patient conditiona,inne petitioners stated that, under
current NRC regulations members of the restnctions on the practice of nuclear order to provide proper patient care,it

medicine and nuclear pharmacy. The may be necessary to depart from thepetitioning organiz.allons believe they
cannot appropriately practice their ma}onty of these letters did not provide FDA approved instructions to obtain
professions.The petttioners also stated specific supporting rationale. Some diagnostic or therapeutic medical results

commenters pmvided rationale and not otherwise attatnable or to reducethat authorized user physicians cannot examples of clinical cases that the medical risks to particular patientsprescribe certain radiopharmaceuticals
commenters believe demonstrate how because of the.it medical condition.of routes of administration for proper the relevant NRC regulations prevent The NRC believes that continuedpatient care, even though they beheve physicians from providing proper care application of these restrictionsthey see pennitted to do so by the FDA for their patients. The commenters goveming the preparation ofand by theit State medicallicenses.

According to the petitioners, nuclear stated that although a licensee may radiopharmaceuticale and the
pharmacists have been disenfranchised request an exemption from specific indications and the method of
as a professional entity because requirements in the regulations on a administration for therapeutic use of

case.by. case basis, this exemption radiopharmaceuticals would not permit
activities that they believe are permitted process is time consuming and proper patient care to be provided toby the FDA and by the States are not

cumbersorne.%e commenters believe some patients.allowed under NRC regulations.The that a delay in order to obtain NRC Under its1979 Medical Use Policypetitioners stated that, although a
nuclear pharmacist is authorized by approval for a particular departure fiorn Rtatament U4 Fit 6242. February 9.1979).
State license to prepare the pack. age insert may,in some cases, the NRC stated that it would regulate

jeopardize the patient's health. Some the r S. cal use of byproduct metdialinradiopharmaceuticals upon receipt of a examples of clinical cases the ord<r to protect the health and safety of
commenters provided are described workers, patients, and the public. Inm,nmr uw twn . thoru.d us,r phyia.e l'elow:

.. .d. u roesna th. ".e. vised user w th' general. NRC regulatory requirements
(t)1.lcerisecs are not able to use Tc- are o iented to ensure that the properl):} e war a v. der the superuuen or th"

99m cucrovagregated albumin with high prepared radiopharmaceuticalis
.m.4 w. ed m m,s e rms, n. ,mer.. Spec:fic actmty and low particle administered to the correct patient as'The Nac is woe

jr, % concentration to safely perform lung prescribed by an authorized user '

*
_ _. _ _ - _ - _-- - - -- - ----- ------ -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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physiuan. Aside from the requirements for therapeutic use, provided a proper the departure, and (3) a brief statement'

in i 35.000(b) and i 35.300, other record of the departure is made.These of the reasons why the departure from

requirements in part 35, such as the use records will be examined by the NRC to the manufacturer's instructions would

of dose calibrators. are intended to determine whether to extend the interim obtain medicai results not otherwise
ensure that the patient receives the period for the rule, make the rule attainable or would reduce medical

prescribed dose.NRC's regulations need permanent, or revise it based on the risks to particular pstients because of

to provide a balance between adequate nature of reasons for, and frequency of their medical condition. The NRC

controls and avoidance of undue .
departures. The NRC will provide FDA recognizes that the physician may face

interference in medical judgments. The the opportunity to review this severe time constraints during an

i_ high level of public health and safety information. emergency: therefore, an exception has

- protection that accrues frorn following Decause these amendments involve been provided in i 35.200(c). Under the

the FDA. approved instructions must be relief from restrictions which if lef t in exception, a written directive is not
!

balanced with the need to depart from place could have an adverse impact on required before preparing the

those instructions to obta!n diagnostic public health and safety, and oecause radiopharmaceuticalif an authorized

or therapeutic results not otherwise the NRC has received and considered user physician determines that the delay

attainable or to reduce patient risk in public comments on the petition for in obtaining a written directive would

some uncommon disease states or rulemaking, good cause exists for jeopardize the patient's health.The

. patient conditions in order to provide omitting the notice of proposed written directive together with a

proper patient care. rulemaking and the public procedures statement of the emergency

The diagnostic use of thereon as unnecessary and contrary to determination must be prepared with 3

radiopharmaceuticals is, in most cases. the public interest, and for making these working days of the emergency

an area of inherently low radiation nsk amendments effective upon publication administration.The written directive

to patients (Policy Statement. 44 FR in the Federal Register without the and a record of the number of patient

8242; February 9,1979). Although there customary thirty day notice.This administrations under each departure

are greater risks inherent in the use of interim rule will terminate 3 years after must be retained by the licensee for a

therapeutic levels of radioactive drugs, the date of publication in the Federal period of 5 years and made available for'

I in light of the information provided with Register. NRC inspection.
This interim rule does not addressand gathered subsequent to the petition. IV. Future Agency Action; the NRC does not believe that limitmg departures from " Investigational New

This interim rule amending 10 CFR Drug"(IND) generator elutionthe therapeutic use of
radiopharmaceuticals in all cases to parts 30 and 35 represents only one instructions or IND protocol directions

only the indications and methods of phase of NRC's resolution of the ACNP- for reagent kit preparation because the
administration specified in the package SNM petition for rulemaking. During the departures may compromisa the
insert is iustified. Mo*eover, as stated in 3 year period. the NRC may modify the . scientific integrity of the clinical ,

Ita 1979 Policy Statement, the NRC interim rule or take other regulatory investigation.Therefore. licensees must
. action it determines necessary to prowet enntinue to follow the IND generatorrecogmzes that physicians have the

primary responsibility for the protection the public health and safety. Based on elution instructions and IND protocol
continued NRC analysis of the ACNP- directions for reagent kit preparation.of their patients. The Commission

believes that basic decisions conceming SNM petition, the comments on petition

the diagnosis and treatment of disease
and on this interim rule. experience with Section JJ.300 Use of

are a part of the physician patient the implementation of this interim rule. Radiopharmaceuticals for Therapy
g
; relationship and are traditionally and uther information, the NRC may For a radiopharmaceutical for which

considered to be part of the practice of propose amendments to this rule or to the FDA has approved an NDA. the
other provisions of 10 CFR parts 30 and amendments to I 35.300 would permit amedicine.

The NRC has made a determination 35 as part of its resolution of all the licensee. under certain circumstances, to
issues raised in PRM-35-9. use therapeutic radiopharmaceuticalsthat continued application of the subject =

for indications or a method ofrequirements, without exceptions. may V. Discussion administration not specified in theadversely affect the public heel h and
S8C'ICA J3 200 U88 0/ package insert. Specifically, these uses

t
safety because the delivery of proper Radiopharmaceuticals. Cenerators, and would be permitted if an autherized userpatient care may require,in certain Reagent Kits forimagmg and physician makes a record of theinstances. that some Localization Studies departure which includes the specificradiopharmaceuticals be prepared and
administered in a manner different from The NRC believes that persons nature of the departure and a brief

that stated in the FDA approved licensed by the NRC to elute generators statement of the reasons why the

instructions.The NRC has reviewed the and prepare reagent kits should not departure would obtain medical results
information on nuclest medicine clinical always be bound by the requirement not otherwise attainable or would
procedures and believes that adequate specified in to CFR 35.200(b) to follow rednce medical risks to particular

protection of the public health and the manuf acturer's instructions for patients because of their medical

safety can be maintained while. at the radiophmaceuticals for which the FDA condition. A record of the departures

same time, providing proper patient has approsed an NDA.They should not from indications and method of
care,llence. the NRC is issuing an be bound if they have a written directis e administration and a record of the
intenm final rule that permits. on the (e g.. prescription) made by an number of patient administrations under

direction of an authonzed user authorized user physician directing a each departure must be retained in an
physician, departures from the specific departure for a particular auditable form and be available for
manuf acturer's instructions in patient, or patients, or for a inspection for 5 years. If a kit or
preparaing radiopharmaceuticals aad radiopharmaceutical, and which generator for a radiophannaceutical for

departures from package inserts for mcIndes (1) the specific natu e of the therapy were approved by FDA (through
indication and method of administration departure. (2) a precise dexnption of an NDA), this interim rule does not

|

i

f

L. -
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( authortre departures from the
nese amendments to i 30.34 take complying with the requirements nfmanufacture /s lastructions for eluting precedence over the restrictive i 35.22.the generator or preparing the therapy conditions (i.e., on eluting geno . orskit. and pr ating reagent kits for NDA ggu g ,

Section M.M Terms and Conditions o'f radiop armaceuticals)in the licenses of
Findityr of No S ificant Envirvnmentalg,y ,,,, comtnercial nuclear pharmacies.

Commercial nuclear pharmacies are
Therefore, those parts of the license Impact: Availob lary

conditions no longer apply during the 3 The Comminion has determinedlicensed pursuant to 10 CFR part 30. year period when the interirn rule is in under the National Environmental policy' Rules of General Apphcability to
effect.This interim rule does not Act of 1909, as amended, and theDomestic Ucensing of Byproduct address departures from IND geners'or Corntnission's regulations in evbpart AMaterial." These lansees are required clutien instructions or IND protopi of 10 CFR part $1 that theseby a license condition similar to
6tections for reagent kit preparation,

amendments are not a melor Federali 35.200(b) to elute generators and
thus licensees shall contmue to follow action sigruficantly affecting the quablyprepare reagent kits in accordance with the IND instructions.

of the human environment and thereforethe manufacturer's instructions. The .

NRO believes that authorized users Contm.umiMPlicobility of Regulatory en environmental impact staternent is
obtaining radiopharmaceuticals from N#"I'###### not required. Als interim rule amends
commercial nuclear pharmacy licensees The NRC notes that this interim rule

NRC regulations to permit hcensees who
should not be bound by this restriction does not relieve licensees from the

elute generators and prepare reagent
in the commercial nuclear pharmacy requirementa to comply with other kits to depart from the manufacturers
licerroe. Therefore, the NRC is amending applicable NRC FDA and other Federal instructions if those persona have a
to CFR 30.34. "Terrns and Conditions of or State reguletaons or NRC orders of written directive made by an authorir.ed
Licensas." to permit actions within the license conditions concerning user ph)sleian that requesta a specific
scope of those permitted by the new possesaion or use of byproduct material departure for a particular patient, or
I 35.200(c . For situations not within the for medical use or otbar purposes a s patienta, or for a ra60 pharmaceutical
scope of e amended i 30.34, a specified in to CFR parts 30. 32,33, and This &rective must provide the specibe
commercial nuclear pharmacy licensee 35.Moreover,if a radioactive biologic nature of the departure. a precise
may file an application to have its receives a product license approval description of the departure, and the
license amended to permit specific (pLA1. this interim rule does not reasons why the departure from the
departures from the manufacturers authorize departures from the manufacturers instructions would
instructions for identified products, manufacturer's instructions for obtain medical results, diagnostic or

Under the interim rule, commercial ating the biologie. la addition. if a ' therapeutic, not otherwise attainable or
nuclear harmar licensees would no t or penerator for a would reduce medical rteks to particular
longer b bound y the requirement in radiopharmaceutical for therapy patients because of their medical
their licenses to follow the
manufacturer a instructions for a

receives an approved NDA. this intenrn condition.%e amendment does not

radiopharmaceutical for which the ITA rule does not authorize departures fro:n address departures from IND penerator
the manufacturers instructions for 'I"UO" I"*""#N"' "' # ""*"gPhas approved an NDA if they have a eluting the generator or preparms the directions for reagent kit preparation. i

wntten directive made by an authortzed
user physician direcung a specific therapy kit. Naither of these apptovals he s aW mo@g us

exists at this time and neither is regulahns 6 pumh Ucensin ;

departure for a particular patient, or authortred by current regulations. ",9
j* *I* "

y
Ro ch Me,tyllesportsibi// ties of following the package lastructionscludes the e i e natur

of the departure, a cise description of Afedical Use Licen. sees regarding ind cations and method of
the departure, and by the departure NRC medical use licensees are admirdstration. The interim rule does
from the manufacturer e instructions required by I 35.21 to appoint a not affect the exemption in 10 CHL part
would obtain medical results not Radiation Safety Officer (RSO) 20 for the intentional exposure of
otherwise attainable or would reduce responsible for implamenting the panents to radiation for the pur
medical riska to particular patients licermee's radiation safety rogram. %e medical diagnosis and therapy, pose of
because of thetr mechcal condition. As licensee is required. throu the RSO, to Although the rule may cause somein i 35.200(c). there is an exception to ensure that radiation safety activities patients to be exposed to higher orthe requirement for a wrttien directive are being performed in accordance with lower levels of radiation than otherwisebefore prepeting the approved procedures and regulatory expected, those exposures would beradiopharmaceuticalin an em ncy requirements in the daily operation of given to obtain medical results notsituation if an authorized user p steinn the licensee's byproduct material otherwise attainable or to reduoe otherdetermines that a delayin obtaining the program. Nothing in this rulemaking risks to the patient. It should be notedwritten directive would jeeparchze the reheves the licensee from complyin8 that current requirements do not limitpatient's health. In this case. the with the requirements of 9 35.21. the radiation dose preecnbed by thecommercial nuclear pharmacy licensee in nuordance with 10 CFR 35.22. NRC authorized user physician for either
shall obtain the written directive from me& cal institution heensees are diagnosis or therspy. The amendmeatsthe authoetzed user physic 5n wuhin 3 required to establish a Radiation Safety would not relieve licensees fromworking days of the prescribed

Committee (RSC) to oversee the use of meeting the requirements in 10 CFRdeparture.The direettve must cenwin byproduct material The duhes of the parts 20 and 35 that restrict radiationirdormation regarding the emergency RSC are specified tn 135.22(b) and exposure to medical care personnelinund all other required information. include reviews, on the basis of safety. the restricted area of to the generalLicensees shall keep those records in an of numwous aspects of a licensee's use public in the unrestricted area orauditable form and svallable for of byproduct material. Nothing in this radioactive effluent releases It isspection for 5 yean rolemaking relieves the licensee from expected that there would be no '

j

.
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significunt chtmge, either inctchse or they do not involve any provisions that preparation instructions (for
decreer.c. In radiation esposure to the would impose backfits as defined in 10 radiopharmaceuticals authortred for une
public or to the environment beyond the CPR 50109(a)(1). pursuant to i 35.000) provided that:

(i)The licen6ee has a written directive .es osures currently resulting from
List of Substade is er the dose to the patient, made by an authorir.ed user physician

The Environmental Asses 6 ment and M CFR Port 30 that directs a specific departure for a
l'inthng of No Significant impact is Dyproduct muterial. Criminal penuhy, particular patient or patients, or for a
mailohle for inspection al the NRC Gos ernment contracts, radiopharmaceutical, and which
Public Document Room at 2130 L Street intergnvernmental rela tions. lsotopes, includes the specific nature of the
NW, (Lower Level). % nhington, DC. g,iclear materials. Radiation protection. departure, a prec.ise description of the
Single cupies of the Assessment arc Reporting and recordkeeping departure, and a brief statement of the
uvailable from Dr.Tse (see Acomtssts requirements. reasons why the departure from the !
headmg)- manufacturer's instructions for

WR Port 33 preparing the redinpharmaceuticalPapenvork Beduction Act Staternent
Dy product material. Criminal penuity, would obtain medical results not !

Drup. Health facilities. Health otherwise attuinable or would redum ;
co e ti n te utrement t a a e a b cet professi ns. Incorporation by reference, medical risks to particular patients
to the Paperwork Reduction Act of1MO hiedical devices. Nuclear materials, because of their medical condition. The
(44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.) These Occupational safety and health, licensee shall keep the sritten directive

Radiati n protection Reporting and and record of the number of$ff o h n gement n up n Wng nquirements. prescriptions dispensed under the
approval numbers 31504r10 and 31W depa,rture in an auditable form and
0017. for the reasons set out in the

public reportirip burden for this preamble and under the authority of the avuuaW for mspection for 6 yyum or
1

collection of information is estimated to Atomic Energy Ac; of 1954, as amended. (ii) An authonzed user physician . :

determines, in accordance with
average .05 hout per response, including the Energy Reorganization Act of1974,
the time for reviewing instructions. as amended, and 5 U.S C. 553 and 553. I 35210(c). that a delay in preparing the

searchmg esisting duta sources, the NRC is adopting the following radiopharmaceutical in order to make a

gathering and mamtsining the data amendments to 10 CFR parts 30 and 35. written directive would leopardize the
patient's bewith because of the emergentneeded, and compleung and reviewmg

the collection of information. Send PART 30-RULES OF GENERAL nature of the patient's medical

comments regardmg this burden APPLICABlWTY TO DOMESTIC condition. In this case, the licensee shall -

estimate or any other aspect of this UCENSING OF BYPRODUCT obtain the written directive made by the

collection of Informution, includmg M A.T ERI AL authonzed user physician whit.h
contains the notation regarding the

suggestions for reducing this burden. to 1. ne authorit) citation for patt 30 is emergency and all the information
the Information and Records revised to nad as follows: specified in paragraph (i)(1)(i) of thishienagement Dranch (htNUD-7714) U.S.
Nut! car Regulatory Cummission. Authority; Socs 81. 811et.1011e3.1an. f.e section withm 3 working days after the -

Stet 915. 948. 953. 954. 955. as amended. sr prescribed departure. The licensee shcIlWashington. DC 20$55: and to the Desk :34 8 Stal 444 ** *m'nded (4: U S.C : lit keep these records in an auditable form
Officer. O!.*Re of Information and
Regulatory Alfairs. NEOS-3019 (315A end d . 20 Sa 2{ and available for inspection for 5 years.

(2) The actions authorized inOcr17 and 3150-0010). Office of e.nended.1244.1240 (42 USC SMt. su2. paragraph (t)(1)of this section are,
'

htanagement and Dodget. Washington. 5M6).>

DC 20533 Secunn 30.7 also issued under pub.1. 9w permitted notwithstanding more
.

601, sec. m 92 Stat. 2951 (42 U S C 5a51). restrictive language in license conditions
Repu/atory Ano/ysis Section 30.34(b) also issued under sec.1M M unless those license conditionsp

] '!he Commission hus prepared a Stat 954. se anarnded (42 U.S C. 22341 specifically reference i 30.34(l).
Section 30 e1 also issued under sec.1e?.68 (3) Nothing in this section relieves theregulatory analysis for these

amendments.The analysis enumines the Sj, , 5 edf se . 2:3. e8 Stut. 9sa. e teensee from complying with other
t

y u
benefits and impacts considered by th" = mended (42 U.S C. 2 ?3) Il 30.3. 30.34th).

upplicable NRC, FDA. and other Federal
, RC. The regulatory analysis is (cL (f). (st and (1). 30.4tla) and (c). and 30.53 or State regulations governing the -

.s
avail 4ble for inspection at the NRC are mued under sec 161b.os Stet.ooe, as - clution of generators and preparation of
l'ublic Document Room at 2120 L Street amended (42 USC :201(b)): and il me. reagent kits.
NW (lewer Level). Washington.DC. su 9. 30.34(gl 30.36. 30.51, 30.52. 30.55, and

Single copies are available from Dr. Tse 250ib) and (c) are issued under sec.181u 66 PART 35-MEDICAL USE OF
(see Acomessts heading). bint.950, es ornended (42 U.S C 2201(c)). BYPRODUCT MATERIAL
- The Comm!3sion requests public 2. In i 30.34, paragraph (i) is added to 3. The authority citation for part 35 is

comments on the regulatory analysis. read en follows: revised to read as follows:Conments are welcome at any tirne
during the three. year period that thi 9 33.34 Terms and condit6ons of ucenses Authority Secs 81.101.181183, as Stat.

interim Imal rule is in eIfect. Comments 93194a. a53. 9x as amended (42 UAC 21 1.* * * * *

on the analysis may be submitted to the (1)(1) From August 23.1990, to August 2:u1. 2:312:33): sec 20L 66 Stat.1241 se

NRC as indicated under the Aponesses 23.1993, each licensee eluting gencretors amended (42 USC SNt).'
For the purposes of sec.223.68 Stat.958 en

hending. and processing radioactive material
6 mended (42 U.S C 22 3) il 35.11. 35.13.wHh diagnosk nagent kits for whirh
35.20 (a) and (bb 35.21 (a) and (1 L 352 35.23.Bod.rit Anclysis the Food .nd Drug Administration as.2s. 35r (at (cl and (d). 35 31 (a). 35 49.

The NRC has determined that the (PDA) has approved a "New Drug 35.50 (nHdL 35 51 (aHe). 35.53 (eHbt 35.59
backfit rule,10 CFR 50.109. does not Applicatinn"(NDA) rnay depart from (a y, ) (el(1t (pl and (h t 35 60. 35 e1. 35.70
nWy to these nmendments because the n.anufoeturer's clution and 6.HrL 35.75. M so la Het 35.90. as. opt

!

k *
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35.120. 35.200 (b) ar.d (c). 35.2041 ) and ibl.
35.205. 35.220.15.300. 35 310(a). 35 315. 35.320.

emergency nature of the patient's
35 400,35 4N(a). 35 400 !al and (c). 35 410(al'

medical condition, the

35 415.35 420.35 50o 35 520.35 605.35 606. tediophermaceutical may be prepared # m;e> .
,,,

-N
35 610 (a) and (b). 35 615. 35.620 35 630 (a) without fitSt making a written directive. [ C 9 *: 2 +

& I

and (b) 35 632 laHO. 35 634 (aHel. 35 636 |al The authorized user physician shall , -...,,,?--
. < ,

and thL 35 N1 (al and (b). 35 643 (al and (b). make notation of this determination m
4

35 N51sl arid {b). 35 000. 35 910. 35 920. the written directive within 3 working --*! )

, ,- N - i35 950. 35 932. 35 934. 35 940. 35 N1. 35 950. days after the presenbed departure.
.. . ?*35 960. 35 901. 35 9*0. and 35 9''t. are issued (2) The licensee shall keep the written

under s c 161b= 6e Snt He, as amended (42
directive and a record of the number of

" ~

U.S C. 220Mbit and 613514 33.21tbl- "

35.22(b). 3523(bk 35 2r (4) and'c). 3519(bl.
- patient administrations under the

-

35.33 (a Hel. 35.36lb). 35 50;e). 35 51[d). departure in an auditable form and "

35.53ic). 35 39 (d) and (t)(2). 35.59 (31 a nd (it. - available for laspection for a period of 5 "

35 r0(gt 35.80(0. 35 92[b). 35 200ic) 35.204(cl. pars. '
..

35 3oM). 35 310(bl. 35 315(b). 35 4 Nib). 35 40G . (3) Nothing in this section relieves the ; -

(b) and id). 3#410tb). 35 415(bl. 35 610(c). licerisee from complying with other a

35 bl5tdll4). 35 630(c). 35 632(gl. 35 63cn. applicable NRC. FDA, and other Fedetal ] 4, s.

35 636kL 35 N1(c). 35 N3ic). 35 N5. a nd
''-

35 N7(c) are issued under sec.161o 66 Stal-
or State regulations governing the , , .

'

950. as amended (42 U.S C. 2201[ol).
elution of generators and preparation of y

n
reagent kits.

4. In 135.8. paragraph (b)is revised to
read a s follows: 6. In i 35.300. the existing text is #

designated as paragraph (a) and a new $$ 35.8 :nformation collection - paragraph (b)is added to read as
requirements: OW8 approval, IoIIOW8: ]
* * * * '

{ 35.300 Use of radiopharmaceuticata for~ (b) The approved information tnerapy, ,

collection requirements contained in this * * * - .

part appear in || 35.12,35 13.35.14.
35.21,35.02.35.23,3527,35.29,35.31, (b)(1) From August 23.1990, to August
35.31,35 50, 35.51.35.53.35.59.35 60, 23.1993, a licensee may depart from the

. 35 61,35 70. 35 80,35.92,35.200. 35.2N. package insert lostructions regarding
35.205.35.300, 35.310,35 315, 35 404. indications or method of administration
35 400, 35 410.35.415.35.606,35 610. Ior a radiopharmaceuticalIor which
35.615.35.630, 35.632,35.634.35.636- FDA has approved an NDA. provided
35.641. 35.643,35.N5, and 35.N?- that the authorized user physician

makes a record of the departure which' ' ' ' *
includes the specific nature of the

5. In 135.200, paragraph (c) is added to departure and a brief statement of the
read as follow s-. reasons why the departure would obtain
635.200 Use of radiocharmaceuticals .udical results not otherwise attainable

- 9e'. orators, and ree9ent kits for imagin'g or would reduce medical risks to
.nd localtaation studies, particular patients because of the.ir *

medical condition. l.fcensees are not
. . . . .-

(c)(1) From August 23,1990. to August authorized to depart from the
23,1993, a licensee may depart from the maufadmh inskude for duhng a
monufacturer's instructions for eluting gennakr or prepanng any W for a
enerators and preparing rea;ent kits radiopharmaceutical for therapys
or which FDA has approved an NDA. (2) N Ucmee shan oWam thm

provided that the licensee has a written ree rd within 3 working days of the
directive made by an authorized user administration and keep this record and .
physician that directs a specific a reN of eWm o pahnt
departure for a particular patient, or * * *# * " " " '

patients. or for a radiopharmaceutical, en auditeble form and available for
and which includes the specific nature I"8j)'$$1ng sIection relieves the

I
of the departure, a precise desenption of
the departure, and a brief statement of licensee from complying with other
the reasons why the departure from the applicable NRC. FDA (including
manufacturer's instructions for requirements governing the submission
preparing the radiopharmaceutical of an IND), and other Federal or State
would obtain medical results not regulations goven.ing the use of

otherwise attamable or would reduce radiopharmaceuticals for therapy.
medical riska to particular patient., Dated at Rockville hfar> land. this trth de
because of their medical condition. If the *M"8"'' I"
authonzed user ph)sician determines For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
that a delay in preparing the Samuel J. Chilk.
radiopharmaceuticalin order to make a Secretary of the Commission
wntten directive would jeopardize the
patient's health because of the (FR Doc. OrM9901 Filed a-22-GO. 8 45 ami

ague.s cooe reso aw
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m gy yisisgigpesens partiolpete in public meetin' gs and ales be considered bened on the asede
**

ryogram seminare eponsored by NRC for of NRC and the ladividuare latemte. -
exchanging information and discussing New so Nomlaota Candidates may beaamsgn Nuclear Regulater7- leones, of mutual laterest, that will nominsned by profeedonal groups.

, = - Commission. benant the regulation of medical medical societies, government apenales.
acnese Calller seminademen practice. A collateralNRC is to or may be self.ooedneted. Neednations .

,

'

cnate a cadre ofladivid with
knowledge and experience in the must provide the nominee's current

sammeasrn'!%e Nuclear ReguisterF regulation of the medical use of addrew and telephone number and

Commissise (NRC)la lootopes: therefore, it is likely that include a resume describing he
raminettees of physicians, former Fellows may be asked to educational and professional-
espert quah8estions la the particpate from time to time,in NRCo tions of the moednee. A belef
speelalty 8 elds of Nealear Medisine se sponsored meetings and seminare after statement of the individual,e
Radlettaa Oneology. to apply as Yleising their appointments end. to provie pmfmelonel oMecem should also k -
Fellows. Othere bestes empart edyice and consultauon about the included.
quellSesticos in related 8 elds such as regulsled program. Where to Suhm/tNom/noflons.
Diagneislaic Radiologiant phye6ss. Therefore. NRC is primarily soliciting Submit nominations to: Secretary of the
herapeutic Radialogical Phystes s' nominations of physicians involved wtth Commission. ATyN: Visiting Fellowe

- apply?
- y are also inyttad to the medical use of todioisotopes, but Management OfBcer. U.S. NuclearRad

will be pleased to receive neednauons Regulatory r%==61a= Washmston,,

sweetmsmeraser esosasaness- of other radiation health professionals DC 20s88.
OWeet/res NRC la toexpend and medical radisbon specialists to . Date Nom /notione Are Due.

Its understanding of the led serve in the VFP. Nominations are due to the Secretary of
community by erosting a program for AppointmentMethod. Appointments the Commiselos by August 31. Itpso.
Visiting Fellows.The objecuves of tids will be mede by means of roa pusinen espoassanoes,ooervaan
orogram are to improve NRC's Intergovernmentalpersonnel Act James H. Myers. Medical. Academic.knowledge of the medical community; to assignment, reimbureable detail. or and Commercial Use Safety Branch.,

keep abreast of new technology and professional term oppointment.

|' developments la the diagnosuc and - depending on the selectee a situation. Mail. Stop:SH3. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Weehington. DC 20ss3.therapeutic sees of lootopes: to develop Term ofAppointment De term of telephone (301) 492-0637.- as swareness of the hh appointment will be approximately one

factors governing health care: le eleselop year. Appointments may be lengthened. Deted At RMe, MarM Mat der
and sustain a base of experienced dependtag on the depth and scope of the of May.1994
individual fandlar with the regulatasy Fellow's project, to approximately two For the Nuclear Regulatory Commiaseen.
enviremment: to impsese NRC's years. |sha 3. Gleen,
regulatory passes and to develop Compensation. Visiting Fellows will c3fg y,d, cal kodemic, and Commercialmedical use regulations that minima 5y r,ceive compensation commensurate we safety greneA. Dimion e//ndustnelandintrudeings medleal peastica. no

- with their experience, salary history and Medion/#uc/serSeferr.NMSA
program is open to physicians laterested federal pay guidelinee whilo serving p1t Doc, so-13stt Fued M.eet 448 am)
la eseking an appointment for individual - their appointment. Visiting Fellows will s u e,s esos m
sabbatical pursuits. Other specialists on be reimbursed for omcial travel and

. sabbatical. or those who wish to engage relocation expenses.
In poet.doctroal research, will also be Duty Locotton and Travel. Visiting
considered. Individuals participating in Fellows may be assigned to say OfBee
the Visiting Fellows Program (VFP) in NRC including Office of f.he
would }cin NRC. for approximately one Commissioners, consistant with the
year to undertake acuvities consistent interests and needs of NRC and the
wtth the interests and needs of NRC and individual's training and experience,
with the individual's training and he dutylocation is at NRC
experience: and that willresultin a Headquartm. One White 71 tut North,
clearly defined assignment useful to

11554 Rockville Pike.Rockville. .NRC's medical regulatory program. Maryland 20e&L !!is anticipated thatN number of appointments made
there will be some trave assei:tated withwill depend on the range of skills

embodied in the nominations, individual this posihn,
interests and the needs of NRC Eligibility Requirements. NRC In an

la addition to a specific assignment or equal opportunity employer Mominose
research project, it is anticipated that must be U.S. citizens. Nom!es t must also
the Fellow would attend meetings of satisfy applicable NRC security, conflict
NRC's Advisory Committee on the ofinterest, and drug free work piece
Medical Use ofIsotopes (ACMtH): standards. Eligibility is open to -
Federal. Stste, and local asencies: Physicians specializing in Nuclear
professions! organisations: and groupa, Medicina or Radiation Oncology,
to participtce in discussions on issues Diagnostic Radiological Physicista,
related to medical affstre and rediation Herspeutic Radiological Phyelciou and
medicine. The selectee may also Radiopharmacists. Other nominees, will

__

|

|

_ _ _. , , _ _ - _ .
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POLICY ISSUE _August 8, 1990 SECY-90-275,

(Information)g: .The Commissioners

From: James M. Taylor
Executive Director

for Operations

Subject: IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MEDICAL VISITING FELLOWS' PROGRAM

Purpose: This paper informs the Commission about the implementation
and administration of-the Medical Visiting Fellows Program
(MVFP) described in SECY-89-295. Enclosure 1 is a Federal
Register Notice dated June 7, 1990, outlining a number of
program items designed to initiate implementation of the MVFP,
and soliciting nominations. Enclosure 2 contains a summary
of key milestones associated with the administration of the
MVFP, their expected completion dates, and lead Offices.

This paper also responds to comments from the Commissioners
contained in a memorandum from Samuel J. Chilk, of October 20,
1989, regarding the development of the MVFP, The responses
of the staff are found in Enclosure 3.

Discussion: The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) intends to expand
its understanding of the regulated community through a MVFP,
The objectives of this program are to improve NRC's
knowledge of the medical community; to keep abreast of new
technology and developments in the diagnostic and therapeutic
uses of isotopes; to develop an awareness of the socio-economic
factors governing health care; to develop and sustain a bas'e
of experienced individuals familiar with the regulatory
environment; to improve NRC's regulatory process; and to
develop medical use regulations that minimally intrude into
medical practice. The program is primarily seeking physicians
with expert backgrounds in nuclear medicine or radiation
oncology. Others, having expert qualifications in related
fields such as diagnostic radiological phys *cs, therapeutic
radiological physics, or radiopharmacy are also invited-to
apply as Medical Visiting Fellows.

Contact: Janet Schlueter, NM55
492-0633

'

/

__ .-- . -
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. 1
< Nominees might be- on: sabbatical .or interested'in conducting;

~

- graduate, post graduate,Jor post-doctural research,'or job
-.

.IA-
related work consistent with the needs and interests of the. 1
NRC.-

,

A collateral NRC goal is to create a cadre of individuals
with knowledge and experience innthe regulation of thei
medical use of isotopes. _As a. result .the NRC will likely ask
former Fellows to participate, from time to time, in-meetings -j

y

and seminars to provide advice and consultation about-the
regulated program, the MVFP, or related areas of interest. j

3

The-staff will incorporate language into each individual's
MVF_P agreement indicating that the-Fellow should be willing to
meet -and confer with the NRC: and other Fellows in future
meetings'and seminars at the request of the Commission.-

1i:

. Individuals-participating.in the MVFP would join the NRC_for-o
; approximately one' year, to undertake activities consistentr

;
with the interests and needs of the NRC and the individual's'

professional experience. Appointments may be lengthened
-upon mutual agreement by tne NRC.and-the Fellow.

-

L
The key elements associated with administration of the MVFP
have been-designed to ensure that the programLis meaningful for

4

'l
both the Fellows and the Commission._ The following paragraphs
describe'the. process that theistaff will follow to implemento .

-

and administer the p_rogram:
,,

Procedures for receipt'of nomination packets "

1 The NMSS Project Manager will-receive and-log the nomination'
packets.

M
. T_he Project Manager,will review each packet for

.

'

completeness and: forward a letter acknowledging receipt of;
the packetcto the applicant in a timely manner.

|. Evaluation ~ panel
p The NMSS Office Director will establish an evaluation' panel
i_ - and appoint its members. The panel will consist of three~toe -

five individuals' from higher-level NRC manageman: representing|'
-

-

several~ agency Offices, and the Project Manager' The.NMSS
:10ffice Director will chair the panel. As an early and integral

'part of the panel's evaluation, the Office of the General,

'

-Counsel will be consulted and will provide advice on all
'

prospective candidates with regard to conflict of interest
_

.
. issues.

L
Review of nomination packets by the panel
Within -30 days of the close of. the nomination period- described3, -

-

.. in the Notice, the evaluation panel will complete:a review of ]each applicant, primarily on the basis of the packet submitted.
L

.'

L

:

'

Js, . -+ ~ , ,-w, n . + , . . "
,
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Coordination with the agency host Office'for the development ~
1

of-the work project-or product

Within 60 days of the close of the nomina _ tion period
described in the Notice, the. panel will identify prospectiveL

. candidates,.if any. As a result ~,-during initial negotiations
with the.' appropriate host Office, the panel will identify each
work project, and if applicable',.an-expected product. The-
host Office is not limited.to NMSS and might include other
Offices, such as, the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research.
The' development- of each work project willt be based on the?

E individual applicant's professional 1 experience'and the:
needs of the Commission at that time. .For example, in one
project a Fellow could' investigate the emerging trends;in
Nuclear Medicine, or Radiation Therapy and related' i

radiological: safety-considerations. A few examples of new '

trends of interest include-the following: the use of monoclonal
antibodies in diagnostic and therapeutic-administrations; the
use- of ~ high activity brachytherapy 'af terloaders; and the- use of'
the(gamma knife device for the treatment of intracranial tumors.<

q
An1 example of a work product, might be an analysis of the '

status of monoclonal antibody.research,.research_ issues'that' ;

need to be. resolved before-it. achieves wide-spread use,
projections as to when this might be achieved, identification-
o.fflicensing issues'for routine use;that need to be resolved,.
and--proposed special licensing requirements-such as, training,'
radiation safety. precautions', quality assurance requirements, etc.

.

Negotiationswithselectedindividua1Q),
The development of a work; project and product will include an,

interview of candidatesLby the NMSS Office Director and others
as deemed appropriate, and an initial negotiation with'each
prospective candidate. The host Office and the Office of
Personnel will submit:'specif,1c guidelines:which will be
tailored to incorporate expertise offered by each individual.
In' addition, during theLinterview the Office of Personnel.

1

. ill explain NRC procedural commitments'(e.g. drug testing). :o r w

Recommendations forwarded to:EDO for approval !

.The panel will submit to the E00, for approval,-those
candidates it rec'ommends within 90 days of the.close of the
nomination period identified in;the Federal Registeb Notice.

Candidate selection and' notification process
_

Upon E00 approval, the staf f will notify the candidate (s)
in order to proceed with final negotiations with the host-
Office and the Office of Personnel.- .

,

!

- . , - , , , --, =-. . .- - . - . . - ..- . - . ,
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Commenceme'nt of term of appointment
The Project Manager will continue to participate by ensuring
that the_ Office of Personnel and the host Office complete
placement of each Fellow, handling the responsibility for
all daily administrative matters, and identifying a host

1Office staff member to coordinate the work project and '

product, if appropriate.
1

Solicitation of additional candidates. '

1he staff will periodically publish Federal Register Notices !
announcing a call for nominations for the MVFP. The timing of
these Notices will be determined by the timing of the end
date of each Fellow, the number of Fellows currently
participating in the MVFP, the needs of the Commission at that I
time, and the availability of qualified applicants.

Actions Take_n: The Federal Register Notice published on June 7, 1990,
announcing a call for nominations of Fellows, described a'
number-of program items designed to initiate implementation
of the MVFP. These items include the following: Objectives
of MVFP, Appointment Method, Term of Appointment, Compensation,
Duty Location and Travel, Eligibility Requirements, How to
Nominate, Where to Submit Nominations, and Date Nominations
Are Due. The call for nominations closes August 31, 1990.

In addition to publication of the Federal Register Notice
on June 7, 1990, copies of the Notice have been distributed
to all medical use program licensees. Copies have also been
given to the Office of State Programs for distribution to
Agreement States _-and Agreement State licensees, ,To ensure '

wide distribution,_the staff sent copies to approximately
200 organizations and individuals who may have an interest in
the MVFP, and placed copies in professional journals such as,

| Scanner, published by the 'American College of Nuclear Physicians
and Newsline,-published by the Society of Nuclear Medicine.
Copies of the Notice.were also made available at the Society

|- of Nuclear Medicine's 37th e nual Meeting, June 19 to 22,
i 1990, held in Washington, D.C.

As a result of this Federal Register Notice, the receipt of
nomination packets has commenced. Consequently, the program
is underway with the staff focus primarily on administration
of the MVFP. However, at present, the staff has no indication
of the kind or number of nominations it will receive.
Therefore, the number of candidates selected will depend on the -

| range of disciplines involved, and the types of activities that
can be assigned.
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V_ Coordination:- This_ paper has been coordinated.with the Office of the ;.'*
.

General Counsel, and that-office has no legal objection. J:
-
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m 9 ,ygamng pensens participate in public meetings and also be considered based on the neede
Prg wn seminars sponsored by NRC for of NRC and the individual's lateresta.

exchanging information and discussing now go Nominata. Candidates may beAemscw Nuclear Regulator 7 issues of mutualinterest, that will nominated by professional groups,Commlaalon. benefit the regulation of medical medical societies, government agencies,actiosa Call for nominations. practice. A collateral NRC goal la to or may be plf. nominated. Nominations
create a cadre ofindividual with
knowledge and experience in the must provide the nominee's current

aumesAsm %e Nuclear Regulatory regulation of the medicaluse of address and telephone number and
Commisalon (NRC)is invittng lootopes; therefore, it is likely that include a resume describing the
aaminations of physicians, havint fortner Fellows may be asked to educational and profeselonal
expert qualincations la the modteal partlepate. from time to time. in NRC. quahncam oMe aq. A b&f

statement of theindividualespecialty Selds of Nuclear Medicine or sponsored meetmas and seminars after
Radiation Oncology, to apply as Vistun8 their appointments end to provide profeselonal objectives should also be
Fellows. Othere having expert advice and consultauon about the included.
qualiacations in related fields such as regulated program. Where to Subm/t Nominat/arta
Diagnoottic Radiological Phye(ca, nerefore. NRC la primarily soliciting Submit nominations to:. Secretary of the
%erspeutic Radiological Physica or nominations of physicians involved wtth Commission. ATTN; Visiting Fellowe
Radiopharmancy are also invited to the medical use of radoisotopes, but Management Officer. U.S. Nuclear
8pply, will be pleased to receive nominsuons Regula tory Commission. Washington.
supptsasestrAny esponesattose of other radiation health professionals DC 20555.

to expand and me& cal rsiauon speciahsts to Dot., Nominat/ons Are Due.Ob/ect/res. NRC la see a

Its understanding of the led serve la the VR Nomtnations are due to the Secretary of
community by creating a program for Appo.ntment Method. Appointments the Commission by August 31.1990.
Visiting Fellows.no objectives of this will be made by means of poa rusetwee seeometarioss, costf act
program are to improve NRCs Intergovemmentalpersonnel Act

James H. Myers, Medical. Academic.knowledge of the mahal community; to assignment, retmbursable detail. or
keep abreast of new technology and professional term appomtment* and Commercial Use Safety Branch,

developmenta in the diagnostic and dependmg on the selectee e situation. Ma!!. Stop: 6H3, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Comtnission. Washington. DC 20555,therapeutic sees of isotopes: to develop Term of Appointment The term of telephone (301) 492-0637an swareness of the socio econcede appomtment will be approximately one

factore governing health care: to develop year. Appomtments may be lengthenei Dated At Rockville Maryland, this 31st day
and sustain a base of experienced depending on the depth and scope of the 'N* F.1"
individual familar with the regulatory Fellow's project. to approximately two For the Nuclear Regulatory Commtanon.
environment: to improve NRCs years. Joha E. Cleon.regulatory proceam and to deve op Compensation. Visiting Fellows will c3j,f.y,dxcl. Aeridemic.andCommercialmadical use regulations that m*1ma#y recesve compensauon commensurate use Safety AroneA Dinston ofladusovelandintrude taas smedical pesetica.De with thalt experience, salary b| story and y,d2ea/NuclearSafety. NMS1
program is open to physicians interested fedetal pay guidelines while serving UR Doc. so.13nt Fued 64 4et tes am)in seeking an appomtment for individual their appointment. Vistilag Fellows will a ca e - .asabbatical punuits. Other specialists on be reimbursed for official trevel and
sal.,batical. or those who wish to engage relocation expenses.
in post.doctroal research, will also be Du.y Locotton and Travel. Visiting
considered. Individuals participating in Fellows may be assigned to any Office
the Visiting Fellows Program (VFP) in NRC. including Office of the
would join NRC for appendmately one Commissioners. consistent with the
year, to undertake acuvities consistent interests and needs of NRC and the
with the interests and needs of NRC and individual's training and experience. -

% with the individual's training and he duty location is at NRC* experience: and that will result in a Headquarters. One White MintNorth,
clearly defined assignment useful to

11555 Rockville Pike. Rockville.NRCs medical regulatory program.
Maryland , ton 52. It is anticipated thatne number of cppointacts made
there will be some trave easociated withwill depend or, the range of skills

embodied in the nominations, individual tlus EeMuon.
interests and the needs of NRC Eligibility Requirementz NRC is an

In addition to a specific assignment or equal opportualty 6mployer. Mominees
research project,it is antic!pited that must be U.S. citizens. Nomfees must also
the Fellow would attend ueetings of satisfy applicable NRC security, conflict
NRCs Advisory Committee on the ofinterest, and drug free work place
Medical Use of Isotopes (ACMUI): standards. Eligibility is open to
Federal. State, and local agencies; physicians specializing in Nuclear
profeselonal organtzauons: and groups, Medicine or Radiauon Oneclogy,
to participate in discussions on issues Diagnosue Radiological Physicists.
related to meical affairs and radiation nerapeutic Radiological physicists and
medicine. ne selectee may also Radiopharmacists. Other nominee s, will ENCLOSlJRE 1

|
l

. . - - - _ _ _ . --_ _ - _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..-
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, KES MILESTONES OF MEDICAL-V'ISITING FELLOWS PROGRAM ('MVFP)'AND
'

-

RESPONSIBLE OFFICE,

Objective 2 Office Completion Date*

^ ~

Draft: Federal'. Register Notice NMSS- May'1; 1990;-

'and submit to EDO

Federal Register Notice approved .EDO May 30, 1990
a -

Federal' Register Notice published Fed.-Reg. ' June-7,.1990~
,

., .
~

:MVFP Commission ~ Paper:dueLNMSS. NMSS EJuly 19,11990:

1.MVFP' Commission Paper due1E00. NMSS' July '26,1990 ~

!MVFPiAppointment-Panel Identified DISS/0P August 15, 1990: >-I-

.

Nom'inations :C)ose : 'NMSS August 31,>1990-
|

NominationLAssessment Begins NMSS/0P September 3, 1990 I

+ Interviews;with selectee (s) and' NMSS/0P- ~0ctober 31, 1990
- i ni tialineg'oti ations -

ni
Nomination? Assessment-Closes NMSS/CP November 15,1990L ,~I

'I

- Panel recommendations-forwarded to EDO November 30,$1990 j
-E00 for; approval.- '

l
Notification-of selectee: :NHSS/EDO ; December 31;;1990L )

-1
- Selectee acceptance,7 project definition', NMSS/0P- January 131,J1991 I

: final: negotiation-and clearance- "

|

procesting-
,

. Fellow on? Board- OP To Be Determined

* NoteiiAll dates:are' representative-and may change due to programmatic needs,

i .

i

'
j.
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STAFF RESPONSES TO COMMENTS FROM THE COMMISSIONERS-
,

-CONTAINED IN A SECY MEMORANDUM DATED OCTOBER 20, 1989
'

.

Comment No. 1:
'

1The staff is encouraged to pursue potential assignments for a' Visiting Fellow:
in areas of emerging medical technologies and procedures where the Commission'
needs to concentrate efforts to ensure that the regulations'are adequate for
future medical _ applications.

STAFF RESPONSE:

.As directed by-the= Commission, the. staff has pursued potential assignments
for the MVFP. = The staff has discusse'd the matter with-representatives of
. professional societies, Federal agencies and services, :and individual
physicians. The staff believes that there are severalitypes of; individuals
willing to participate in=the MVFP, There'are projects-that may be undertaken that

,

are consistent with the individual's t' reining and_ experience and the interests 1

and needs ofothe NRC. For example, the Commission <could benefit:from a nuclear
medicine or radiation therapy physician's knowledge andLexperience in the area
of quality assurance, monccional antibody therapy, gamma knife therapy, or.high

. activity brachytherapytafterloaders. _A nuclear medicine physician, or a
.radiopharmacist,?could work-on a-project related to physician-ordered
modifications; of the radiopharmaceutical-manufacturer's instructions for the
reconstitution of reagent? kits or_the use of radiopharmaceuticals. These
individuals _-could also address the issue,of compounding.radiopharmaceuticals.
The Commission = could also benefit from- the work of ~a ' medical radiation
physicist'for teletherapy units and/or brachytherapy devices.

Comment-No.-2:

The' fellows program should contain language that states that it is_the
Commission's_ expectation-that a fellowship recipient will be willing to
participate in possible future meetings-and seminars sponsored by the NRC for
the purposes of maintaining contact with the alumni of the program and
-exchanging professional information of mutual. interest. Over time:a group of
past' fellowship holders could be a very valuable.information resource to the
NRC and .it seems appropriate to ask potential fellowship candidates to make;a_ .-

._non-binding commitment to meet.and confer, from time to time, with the NRC and'

.other-fellows.

Enclosure 3

_ - - , ._ . . __ _ ._ ___ _ . . _ . _ . - .
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STAFF RESPONSE:

The staff has addressed this area of concern by establo'hing a collateral
MVFP goal to create a cadre of individuals with knowledge tnd experience in the
regulation of the medical use of isotopes. Therefpre, former Fellows will be
asked to participate, from time to time, in meetings end seminars, after their
appointments end, to provide advice and consultation about the regulated program.
The staff will incorporate language into the MVFP agreement, indicating that the
Fellow is willing to meet and confer with the NRC, and other Fellows, in thefuture.

Comment No. 3:

The U.S. Public Health Service should be included as one of the organizations
participating in the program. As a federally funded, non profit,
service-oriented entity, their members could provide a unique perspective onthe practice of n.adicine.

STAFF RESPONSE:

The staff. contacted members of the U.S. Public Health Service (USPHS) anddiscussed the concept of the MVFP. Although the USPHS physicians could provide
a unique perspective on the practice of medicine, most USPHS physicians are
not specialized in nucle a medicine or radiation oncology. USPHS physicians
may, however, he able to contribute to projects related to broad issues such
as industrial hygiene, referring physicians, Federal medical programs, and
emergency medical response capabilities in incidents involving nuclearmaterials.

Comment No. 4:

Since the paper mentions that the program costs are expected to be
accommodated through reallocations of planned program support funds, the
Commission should be informed on whether the " user-fee" concept applies and ifso, how.

STAFF RESPONSE:

Most of the costs for the MVFP are expected to be accommodated through
reallocations of planned program support funds. Fellows will not 1)
work on fee-chargeable casework, but they may follow such work in parallel as
part of.their work activity. Individuals participating in the MVFP would
join the NRC, to undertake activities consistent with the interests and needs of ;

. - - - .. - - . ~
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the NRC and the individual'; training and experience. Their participation will
result in a clearly defined project, or assignment, useful to the NRC's medical
regulatory program. Work assignments involving fee-chargeable casework would
appear to be inconsistent with established goals of the MVFP.

Comment No. 5:

The staff is encouraged to pursue the offer of key medical use organizations
to provide short-term sabbatical positions for NRC staff in order to provide
enhanced understanding of the regulated industry as well as valuable current
experience.

$TAFF RESPONSE:

The staff believes that the offer of key medical organizations to provide
short-term sabbatical positions for NRC staff at the facilities of NRC

medical licensees needs further evaluation. The ttaf f believes that the goals
of enhancing the NRC staff members' understanding of the regulated industry
and maintaining current knowledge of clinical practice can be partially
achieved through selective recruiting, additional staff training, and
attendance at national or local medical society meetings and short, one-day
to two-week, observation visits arranged with nearby medical institutions. The
benefits to NRC of establishing short-term sabbaticals for staff members, must
be balanced against the possibility of creating conflict-of-interest situations
for individual staff members. The staff recommends continued discussion with
the medical organizations, participating medical institutions, the Advisory
Committe6 on the Medical Use of Isotopes (ACMUI), Office of Personnel (OP),
Office of the General Counsel (OGC), and NMSS to more fully develop this issue.

:

1

_
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Staff Workshops and Participation in Outside Meetings

1989

OCTOBER

Headquarters, Presentation on Medical Licensing and Inspection, American
College of Cardiology, Bethesda, Maryland

Headquarters, Army Industrial Hygiene Annual lieeting, Aberdeen, Maryland
Region I, Workshop, " Medical Initiatives," Rockport, Maine
Region III, Presentation at Annual Agreement State Meeting, Kansas

City, Missouri
Region III, Presentation at Evanston-Glenbrook Hospital, Chicago, Illinois

NOVEMBER

NMS$ and GPA, Joint Special Topics Workshop, Downer's Grove, Illinois
Region I, Presentation to Technologist Section, Mid-Eastern Chapter,

Society of Nuclear Medicine, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Region III, Presentation at NRC' Agreement States $ponsored Course,

Emmitsburg, Maryland .
Region V, Meeting with Hawail Department of Health Officials on Quality

Assurance, Honolulu, Hawail
Region V, Workshop, Oakland, California
Region V, Presentation at ASN1, Dublin, California

DECEMBER

Headquarters, Presentat'on to Mid-Atlantic Chapter, American Association
of Physicists in Medicine, Annapolis, Maryland |

'Region II, Workshop, Richmond, Virginia-

1990

FEBRUARY

Region III, Presentation to Health Physics students from Wayne State
University, Detroit, Michigan

Region III, Presentation to Harper Grace Hospital, Detroit, Michigan

MARCH

Region V, Presentation at Letterman Army Medical t?-ter, San Francisco,
California

Headquarters, Presentation to Nuclear Medicine Technologists at
Northport VAMC, Northport, New York

Headquarters, Presentation to American Association of Physicists in
Medicine, Houston, Texas i

Enclosure 6
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APRIL

Headquarters and RIII, Presentation at IAEA Training Course, Argonne
National Laboratory, Illinois

MAY

Region III, Presentation at Michael Reese Hospital, Chicago, Illinois

JUNE

Region III, Medical Workshop, Downers Grove, Illinois
Region V, Presentation at Hawaiian Chapter of Society of Nuclear

Medicine Technologists, Honolulu, Hawaii
Region V, Workshop Honolulu, Hawaii
Region III, Presentation on " Impact of Part 35" at Health Physics

Annual Meeting Anaheim, California
Headquarters, Presentation at Society of Nuclear Medicine Annual

Meeting Washington, DC
Headquarters, Presentation to American Association of Medical

Dosimetrists, Denver, Colorado

JULY

Region III, Presentation at Argonne National Laboratory on "Uses of
Radioactive Material," Illinois

. AUGUST

NMSS and GPA, Joint Seminar, Arlington, Texas

SEPTEMBER

Region III, Present.ation at Great Lakes Chapter of Health Physics
Society, Royal Oak, Michigan

Headquarters, Regions 11 and IV, Presentatior.s at V. A. Workshop for V. A.
Radiation Safety Of ficers, Little Rock, Are.ansas

|

|

. . . - . - . .. . ,
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OTHER NRC DOCUMENTS RELATED TO THE MEDICAL USE PROGRAM

Federal Register Notices

44 FR 8242, " Regulation of the Medical Use of Radioisotopes; Statement of
General Policy " February 9, 1979.

$1 FR 36932, " Medical Use of 8yproduct Material; Final Rule." October 16, 1986.

53 FR 18B45, " Medical Use of Byproduct Material; Training and Experience
Criteria," May 25, 1988.

52 FR 36942, " Basic Quality Assurance in Radiation Therapy," and 52 FR 36949,
" Comprehensive Quality Assurance in Medical Use and a Standard of Care "
October 2, 1987.

54 FR 22444, " Indemnification of Licensees that Manufacture, Produce, Possess,
or Use Radiopharmaceuticals or Radioisotopes for Medical Purposes," May 24, 1989.

54 FR 3r>239, " Petition for Rulemaking; Notice of Receipt," September 16, 1989.

55 FR 23321, " Nomination for Visiting Fellows Program," June 7, 1990.

55 FR 34513, " Authorization to Prepare Radiopharmaceutical Reagent Kits and
Elute R1diopharmaceutical Generators; Use of Radiopharmaceuticals for Therapy,"
August 23, 1990.

Staff Papers

SECY-88-77, " Medical Use Program," March 14, 1988.

SECY-89-006, " Annual Report on Medical Use Program," January 12, 1989.

SECY-89-105, '' Price- Anderson Negotiated Rulemaking," April 3,1989.

SECY-89-171, " Proposed Amendments to 10 CFR Part 35 to Require a Basic Quality
Assurance Program and to Modify Reporting and Recordkeeping Requirements,"
June 7, 1989.

SECY-89-269, " Proposed Amendments to 10 CFR Part 35 to Require a Basic Quality
Assurance Program and to Modify Reporting and Recordkeeping Requirements,"
August 30, 1989.

SECY-89-295, " Medical Community Performance and Visiting Fellows Programs,"
September 21, 1989.

SECY-90-047, " Annual Report on Medical Use Program,1989," February 14, 1990.

SECY-90-275, " Implementation of the Medical Visiting Fellows Programs "
August 8, 1990.
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Information Notices

IN 89-12 Dose Calibrator Quality Control

IN 89-60 Maintenance of Teletherapy Units
1

-In 89-85 EPA's Interim Final Rule on Medical Waste Tracking .

and Management

IN 90-58 Improper Handling of Opthalmic Strontium-90 Beta Radiation
Applicators

IN 90-59 Errors in the Use of Radioactive Iodine-131 *

In 90-71 Effective use of Radiation Safety Committees to Exercise Control
*

over Medical Use Programs
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